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Abstract 
Stroke is the leading cause of disability in the United States and the third leading 

cause of death.  These “brain attacks” occur when atherosclerosis, the progressive process 

of thickening and hardening of arterial walls, develops in the carotid arteries, leading to 

stenosis or thrombosis that cuts off the vital supply of blood and oxygen to the brain.  

These atherosclerotic plaques have been shown to form in regions of excessive stretching 

or strain.  Furthermore, intravenous ultrasound studies (IVUS) have demonstrated that 

strain plays a role in determining those plaques most likely to rupture, the so-called 

vulnerable plaques.  However, IVUS is an invasive technique that poses risks for patients 

and requires specialized methods that are not readily available in most hospitals.  

Therefore, the objective of this thesis is to develop a noninvasive method of measuring 

strain in the carotid artery that may provide an early diagnosis of stroke. 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a powerful noninvasive method of imaging 

the human body.   An MRI technique called displacement encoding with stimulated 

echoes, or DENSE-MRI, has been shown to accurately measure strain in the human heart.   

This thesis describes the adaptation of the DENSE-MRI technique to the carotid arteries, 

validation and optimization of the DENSE-MRI pulse sequence, and in vivo strain 

measurements in human subjects.  The results show the successful adaptation of this 

method in the carotid arteries and that strain measurements are accurate, reproducible, 

and robust.  In particular, utilization of a single-shot pulse sequence effectively removes 

flow-sensitive artifacts that permit strain mapping at the bifurcation and in the internal 

and external carotid arteries, areas where plaque is most likely to form.  Furthermore, it is 

shown that strain changes with age and may be a more sensitive diagnostic measure as 

patients with atherosclerosis show significantly lower strain values. 
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The primary contributions of this thesis are the achievement of quantitative 

measurements of strain in the carotid arteries and the development of a robust method of 

measuring strain in atherosclerosis that may facilitate the early diagnosis of stroke so that 

treatment can be provided before the devastating effects of the disease can take their 

course.
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Chapter 1: Prologue 
 

Introduction 
Stroke is the leading cause of serious, long-term disability in the United States with over 

700,000 cases each year of which nearly 40% of these “brain attacks” result in death, 

making it the third leading cause of death [1].  The most common cause of stroke is the 

formation of atherosclerotic plaques in the carotid arteries that can grow large enough to 

block the flow of blood through the vessel (stenosis) or rupture causing blood clots 

(thrombosis) to form in the arteries that supply blood and oxygen to the brain [2] as 

shown in figure 1.1.   One of the greater medical challenges is to identify the so-called 

“vulnerable plaque” that represents 70% of the culprit lesions that rupture [3].  Changes 

in arterial wall strain associated with this process have been demonstrated at several 

levels: molecular, mechanical, and clinical. 

 

 

Figure 1.1.  Carotid 
arteries and 
atherosclerosis.  Top: 
Side view of the carotids 
showing blood flow 
(arrows) and reference 
for cross-sectional view 
(dotted line).   Bottom: 
Cross-sectional view of 
the carotids. 
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Cyclic mechanical strain in blood vessels arises from the pulsatile nature of blood 

flow.  It is the radial force that counteracts the effects of intraluminal blood pressure and 

has been shown in numerous studies to activate biochemical pathways that lead to the 

formation of atherosclerotic plaque, otherwise known as atherogenesis.  Several studies 

have shown that cyclic strain induces the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [4-

7] that when overproduced results in injury to the vascular endothelium from oxidative 

stress.  When endothelial cells undergo mechanical strain, NAD(P)H oxidase is 

upregulated [8] and is the likely source for ROS production.  ROS acts as signal 

transduction agents in the activation of the NF-kB pathway, which leads to an increase 

cell adhesion molecule (CAM) expression [9].  CAM expression is key to atherogenesis 

because it attracts monocytes to the endothelial surface that transmigrate into the 

endothelium where they proliferate and differentiation into macrophages  which 

eventually die and result in the lipid-filled contents of the atherosclerotic plaque [10].  It 

has been shown that CAM expression linearly increases with the amount of strain [11].  

Vascular smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts are also influenced by cyclic strain, 

facilitating migration to the plaque and form the fibrous cap that covers the lesion [12].  

As the plaque grows, vascular remodeling occurs in an effort to reduce the strain in the 

vascular wall which leads to narrowing of the inner diameter of the blood vessel, 

otherwise known as stenosis [13].   While there are certainly influences from other 

factors such as wall sheer stress, these studies show that cyclic strain is a key element of 

atherogenesis and therefore is the focus of this thesis. 

DeBakey, Lawrie, and Glaser first showed in 1985 that atherosclerotic plaques 

tended to form in the carotid arteries showing rapid rate of progression and increased 

likelihood to be linked to occlusive disease in other parts of the body [14].  However, the 
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importance of the study was the first epidemiological evidence that atherosclerosis tended 

to form at bifurcations of the major arteries.  This lead to many studies using finite-

element analysis and computational fluid dynamics for the exploration of atherogenesis 

[15].  Biomechanical models derived from high-resolution IVUS [16-18] and MRI [19, 

20] images showed that high strain can be found at regions of the carotid bifurcation that 

correlate with sites of early atherosclerotic inflammation [20].  Focal regions of high 

strain in the fibrous cap not only correlate with plaque rupture location but are also 

predictive of where the rupture will occur [18, 19].  While these studies are illuminating 

and informative, they remain computational models in need of corroboration from direct 

measurements of strain. 

Intravenous ultrasound (IVUS) provides the best evidence that strain mapping of 

the carotid arteries will show great promise.  IVUS utilizes cross-sectional analysis of 

radiofrequency ultrasound signals recorded at different intervals of the vascular cycle as 

shown in figure 1.2.  It utilizes a probe that must be inserted into the carotid artery 

surgically.  A study using excised artery segments showed  that circumferential strain 

provides 88% sensitivity and 89% specificity for detection of vulnerable plaques [21]. 

Animal studies show even more promising results with a sensitivity and specificity of 

92% [22]. Furthermore, a recent study showed that strain may be predictive of plaque 

formation [23].  While these results show that strain mapping will be valuable in the 

diagnosis of atherosclerosis, IVUS suffers from several drawbacks.  First, it is not widely 

available and requires highly skilled training.  Second, it suffers from reproducibility 

issues based on catheter position [24].  Finally, and most importantly, it is an invasive 

technique that carries with it inherent dangers to the patient.  A noninvasive technique 
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such as MRI could overcome the danger as well as difficulties with availability and 

reproducibility. 

 

Three noninvasive MRI techniques are now available which can be used to track various 

time points in the cardiac cycle.  These are tagging [25, 26], phase contrast [27, 28], and 

DENSE [29].  Tagging utilizes spatial saturation bands that when placed as a grid can be 

used to measure displacement of tissue.  This method suffers from signal loss at the end 

of the cardiac cycle and is limited by the resolution of the saturation bands.  Phase 

contrast imaging utilizes the change in phase to map displacement, but it has been 

Figure 1.2  IVUS of vulnerable plaque.  A) IVUS image where the yellow arrow indicates the 
vulnerable plaque B) Elastogram of color-coded circumferential strain.  The area of vulnerable plaque 
shows high strain on the surface.  C) Macrophage-stained histology corroborating area of vulnerable 
plaque.  D) Collagen stained histology showing the lipid pool (LP).  From reference [21]. 
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primarily used for blood flow measurements and does not have sufficient SNR for strain 

measurements.  The DENSE method takes advantage of the stimulated echo which 

maintains phase information in the longitudinal direction that does not decay as quickly 

as in the transverse plane. The encoding and decoding gradient pulses are separated by 

the mixing time (TM), so that spin displacement during this time causes a phase shift in 

the acquired image which is proportional to the net displacement in the direction of the 

gradient.  From this displacement, cyclic or circumferential strain can be calculated.  This 

method has been utilized for cardiac studies where circumferential strain from DENSE-

MRI has been shown to be effective for diagnosing abnormal wall motion [30] and can 

not only help to define infracted tissue [31] but also the area at risk for reperfused acute 

myocardial infarction which has key implications for intervention and treatment of heart 

attacks [32].   However, none of the displacement-encoded MRI methods has been 

applied in the carotid arteries.   

 

Goals 
The goals of this study are to develop a noninvasive, quantitative method of measuring 

strain the carotid arteries and to utilize this method to characterize strain patterns in 

atherosclerosis.  This will be achieved by 

1. Adapting DENSE-MRI to the carotid arteries using a segmented pulse sequence 

with a steady state free precession readout that achieves the highest signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) in order to provide the resolution necessary for the carotid 

arteries. 

2. Validating the strain measurements by comparing the average circumferential 

strain as measured by DENSE-MRI with the change in systolic to diastolic lumen 
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area as measured by CINE MRI at both 1.5T and 3.0T field strengths.  If 

successful, a high correlation between this global measure of strain is expected. 

3. Improving the DENSE-MRI sequence by utilizing a single-shot pulse sequence 

that will eliminate artifacts due to irregular in-plane flow and subject motion. 

4. Measuring strain in the common carotid artery at different levels of plaque 

buildup.  This will be achieved by acquiring strain measurements in human 

subjects at various ages which should show increasing carotid lumen wall 

thickness with age and where it is expected that strain will decrease.   

5. Measure strain in subjects that have had strokes and compare the strain values 

with healthy age-matched controls.  If strain is diagnostic, a significant difference 

between the patients and controls should emerge. 

 

The result of this study will be a novel, robust, direct measurement of carotid artery wall 

stiffness using a nonsurgical alternative to current medical technologies.  Given the 

strong correlation between stiffness and the formation of atherosclerotic plaques, future 

studies based on our findings could be conducted in multicenter trials to determine if 

DENSE-MRI is predictive for potential stroke.   The pulse sequence would be readily 

available at clinical centers across the world where much of the underlying technology 

already exists.  In addition to providing important diagnostic information, this test can 

also be used to monitor treatment in patients to determine the efficacy of pharmaceutical 

treatments such as the popular statin medications.   Most importantly, DENSE-MRI 

provides a noninvasive measure of properties that underlie the greatest health problem 

our society faces today. 
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Organization 
Upon the completion of this study, the full translation of a method from benchtop 

concepts of biomechanics to the potential bedside application as a diagnostic tool will be 

shown.  As such, the organization of the thesis is intentional and intends to demonstrate 

the development of these methods at each step.  This thesis is based on peer-review 

articles from archival journals spanning technical development to clinical results.  The 

thesis author is the lead author of all articles and wrote all or a large majority of them. 

 

The second chapter describes the validation of the DENSE-MRI technique in the carotid 

arteries at 1.5T and 3.0T [33, 34].  To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of 

strain mapping of the carotid arteries using MRI.  It is important to note that while global 

measures of strain by determining circumferential changes in lumen diameter are readily 

available, the mapping of strain at individual points across the lumen has never been 

achieved at the resolution provided by DENSE-MRI. 

 

Validation of DENSE-MRI was conducted at the common carotid artery where global 

measures of strain were possible.  It is of greater interest to examine strain at the 

bifurcation and in the internal and external carotid arteries where traditional methods of 

measuring strain are not possible due to the complex geometry at those points.  However, 

segmented DENSE-MRI suffered from imaging artifacts at the bifurcation and above.  In 

order to surmount this problem, a single-shot DENSE-MRI sequence was developed and 

tested [35, 36].  Chapter 3 describes this sequence in detail as well as improvements in 

the data postprocessing that also helped to eliminate artifacts from subject motion.  The 

material in this chapter was expanded from the original submitted manuscript by 
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including in vitro studies where models of the carotid arteries were developed to test the 

pulse sequence during development.  The ultimate test of success however is shown, as in 

the manuscript, by quantifying the improvements of single-shot sequence over the 

segmented sequence in human subjects at both 1.5T and 3.0T. 

 

With these methods validated and optimized, the next step in translational research is to 

apply these methods in a normal population.  The fourth chapter describes the results of 

DENSE measurements in a cohort of healthy subjects.  Strain is characterized across a 

range of ages and subsequent lumen wall thickness.  Furthermore, a small cohort of 

patients with a history of stroke were also examined and their results compared to the 

healthy cohort.  This chapter provides the framework for future studies that establish the 

clinical relevance of DENSE-MRI. 

 

A case study of a patient where DENSE-MRI was acquired in known atherosclerosis 

corroborated by ultrasound and CT scans is presented in the fifth chapter.  This case 

illustrates many of the results observed in the fourth chapter and demonstrates the added 

value of DENSE-MRI carotid strain maps in a clinical environment.   

 

Finally, the thesis concludes with limitations of the studies and future research that would 

help to better define the efficacy of carotid DENSE-MRI. 
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Chapter 2: DENSE Strain Validation 

 

Abstract 

The wall of conduit arteries undergoes cyclic stretching from the periodic fluctuation of 

the arterial pressure. Atherosclerotic lesions have been shown to localize to regions of 

excessive stretching of the arterial wall. We employed a displacement-encoded MRI 

(DENSE) sequence to image the motion of the common carotid artery wall and map the 

2D circumferential strain. The sequence utilizes a fully-balanced SSFP readout with 

0.60 mm in-plane resolution. Preliminary results in volunteers at 1.5T (N = 4) and 3.0T 

(N = 17) are compared to measurements of the lumen circumference from CINE images. 

The agreement between the two independent measurements at both field strengths (p ≤ 

0.001) supports the use of DENSE as a means to map the pulsatile strain in the carotid 

artery wall. 

 

Introduction 

Stroke is the leading cause of serious, long-term disability and the third leading 

cause of death in the United States [1].  Strokes occur when atherosclerotic plaques grow 

large enough to block the flow of blood through the vessel (stenosis) or rupture, causing 

blood clots (thrombosis) to form in the arteries that supply blood and oxygen to the brain 

[2].  

 Changes of arterial wall strain pattern may be associated with this process in 

several ways. First, the arterial wall may harden or stiffen due to atherosclerotic plaque 
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formation [3]. The hardening of the wall leads to a reduction of the pressure-driven cyclic 

stretching, or strain, which lends itself to characterization by displacement-based strain 

mapping; excessive stretching at branching and curved locations of the arterial tree may 

also be a relevant mechanical factor in the development of atherosclerosis [4].   This is 

empirically supported by surgical evidence that the distribution of atherosclerotic plaques 

predominates at bifurcation points, such as the carotid arteries [5]; once the plaques are 

formed, 70% of them tend to rupture [6].  The rupture event may also be related to 

mechanical weakening and excessive strain in the plaque under arterial pressure loading. 

Evidence to support this connection has been shown with intravenous ultrasound (IVUS) 

in excised atherosclerotic coronary segments under pulsatile pressure loading [7].  The 

IVUS measurements show increased strain that extends indepth beneath the thin cap of 

the plaques that rupture. In vivo IVUS studies of the culprit segment in patients with 

acute coronary syndrome also showed a clear separation of low vs. high strain in patients 

with stable symptoms vs. those with unstable chest pain or postmyocardial infarction [8]. 

For these reasons, noninvasive imaging of the arterial wall strain pattern may provide 

additional information on the risk of atherosclerosis and the classification of plaques. 

 Further evidence that strain in the carotid wall may be relevant to atherogenesis 

come from finite element analysis generated from IVUS [9-11] and MRI [12, 13] images. 

The results of these studies show that high strain can be found at regions of the carotid 

bifurcation that correlate with sites of early atherosclerotic inflammation [13].  Focal 

regions of high strain in the fibrous cap not only correlate with plaque rupture location 

but are also predictive of where the rupture will occur [11, 12].  While these studies are 

illuminating and informative, they remain computational models in need of corroboration 

from direct measurements of strain. 
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 The only means for mapping strain in the arterial wall that we are aware of is 

intravascular ultrasound, an invasive technique. We adapted a displacement encoding 

with stimulated echoes (DENSE) [14-16] pulse sequence to measure the 2D displacement 

vectors of the carotid artery wall and the surrounding tissue and calculated 

circumferential strain distribution.  DENSE has been primarily used to track motion of 

the myocardial wall and more recently brain tissue [17], producing color-coded strain 

maps that represents active contraction or passive deformation.  The purpose of this study 

is to test its ability to map the carotid wall strain distribution [18] and validate the results 

in normal volunteers at 1.5T and 3.0T against measurements of lumen circumference 

from CINE scans.  

 

Methods 

The DENSE sequence with balanced SSFP, or true-FISP readout is illustrated in 

figure 2.1. The DENSE method takes advantage of the stimulated echo which maintains 

phase information in the longitudinal direction that does not decay as quickly as in the 

transverse plane. The encoding and decoding gradient pulses are separated by the mixing 

time TM, so that spin displacement during this time causes a phase shift in the acquired 

image which is proportional to the net displacement in the direction of the gradient. A 

detailed explanation of this idea is given in several references [16, 19]. One benefit of 

using stimulated echoes at long TM periods is that it provides inherent black-blood 

contrast in the images.  This is due to rapid motion of blood during the displacement- 

encoding period that results in severe intravoxel dephasing and signal loss, thus providing 

inherent contrast between the vessel wall and blood flow. In the application of DENSE to 
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the carotid artery we need to achieve sufficient signal level at a relatively high spatial 

resolution in the carotid wall, and opted for the balanced SSFP readout [20-22].  

 

Figure 2.1 Illustration of the DENSE with balanced-SSFP readout pulse sequence. The gradient pulse k 
encodes spin displacement into a phase shift of the image. TR is the repetition time of the readout, and TM 
is the mixing time allowing spin displacement to occur. 
 

 Referring to figure 2.1, the displacement-encoding section is followed by a train 

of true-FISP readout segments, each acquiring a k-space line.  The flip angles of the train 

are ramped to equalize the signal amplitudes [20, 22]. It is important to note that true-

FISP sequences are more dependent on B0 uniformity.  Additional shimming, especially 

at 3.0T where B0 susceptibility is more pronounced, is necessary as described below.  

Signal averaging in the form of phase cycling was used to improve SNR and remove the 

unwanted FID and stimulated-anti-echo signals [23-25].   

 Normal volunteer scans were performed at 1.5T (n = 4, all male, age 29 to 37) 

using a 4 channel carotid coil pair (MachNet, Netherlands), and at 3T (n = 17, 7 males. 

10 females, age 18 to 66) using a surface coil (NOVA, Boston, MA). Scans were 

conducted under IRB approved volunteer protocols (NHLBI MRI Technical 

Development Protocol for 1.5T and Caltech SF-88 for 3T) and informed consent was 
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obtained. The same scan parameters were used at both field strengths. Initial three plane 

scout images were acquired to localize of the left and/or right carotid artery and optimize 

coil location. Two dimensional TOF images were acquired and MIPs used for slice 

positioning.  Three slices were positioned at the common carotid artery such that the 

superior slice was placed 10 mm below the bifurcation point. An ECG-gated CINE scan 

was acquired at the same location and resolution as DENSE images to determine the time 

points of maximum and minimum lumen diameter.  DENSE images were acquired using 

a matrix size of 256 * 192 to provide a resolution of 0.60 * 0.60 * 4mm.  A bandwidth of 

585 Hz per pixel was used with a true-FISP readout of 32 k-space lines per heartbeat, and 

TR/TE = 4.8/2.4 ms. Signal averaging, or phase cycling, of 10 was used. Displacement 

encoding was acquired in three oblique directions ([0, 1, 1], [0, -1, 1], [1, 0, 1]) to 

produced a pixel-by-pixel 2D displacement map. In DENSE measurements, the number 

of phase maps with independent displacement encoding directions is one more than the 

desired displacement components, so that one phase map serves as a reference map which 

is subtracted from the other two encoding maps to remove phase errors associated with 

B0 field homogeneity and other sources of phase variation [14, 24].  The encoding 

gradient area was 0.60 π/mm inplane. The scans were triggered by the R-wave of the 

ECG, and image acquisition was consistently placed at the time of maximum lumen 

diameter judging from the CINE scans, while in two separate scans the encoding portion 

was placed at 40 ms and 80 ms after the R-wave to capture the maximum wall strain and 

intermediate strain (figure 2.2). At 1.5T, 3 slices were acquired from both the left and 

right carotid arteries at maximum strain and at intermediate strain which resulted in a 

total of 51 DENSE strain measurements in the 4 volunteers. At 3.0T, the single surface 

coil had a limited FOV and only allowed a single side of the neck to be scanned, resulting 
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in a single slice acquired separately at maximum and intermediate strain for a total of 34 

strain data points in the 17 volunteers. The total scan time for a slice was 6 minutes. Total 

protocol scan time was less than 45 minutes.  Vacuum fixation cushions (VacFix, PAR 

Scientific, Denmark) were utilized to minimize movement effects due to swallowing.  

 

Figure 2.2.  DENSE pulse sequence timing shown with lumen diameter changes from systole to diastole. 
The scans were triggered by the R-wave of the ECG, and image acquisition was consistently placed at the 
time of maximum lumen diameter judging from the CINE scans, while in two separate scans the encoding 
portion was placed at 40 and 80 ms (dotted) after the R-wave to capture the maximum wall strain and 
intermediate strain.  The readout remains the same in both scans. 
 

 While the 1.5T scans were relatively routine, imaging at 3.0T introduced technical 

issues such as the lack of FDA-approved dual surface coils, increased sensitivity to off-

resonance effects from the true-FISP readout, and increased artifacts in the ECG signal. 

These obstructions were surmounted by optimizing coil placement, manual setting of the 

shim volume, and centralized lead placement, respectively.  Manual shim volume setting 

was completed by using localized shim volumes surrounding the scanned region and 

applying automated shimming which was often repeated twice to achieve optimal shim.   
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 For postprocessing, DENSE-MRI strain measurements were calculated taking all 

quadrilateral elements of neighboring pixels. The circumferential strain (Ecc) is a 

projection of the Lagrangian strain tensor [26] 
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where E is the tissue deformation matrix from the in-plane displacement (Dx, Dy) of each 
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The elements of the matrix are calculated from linear regression of the displacement 

vectors relative to the coordinates of the pixels in the image. The circumferential strain is 

the projection of the strain tensor onto the circumferential direction ec: 

.c
T

ccc SE ee=                                                                                                                  (2.3) 

The ec direction is based on a manually drawn contour of the vessel wall. Once the Ecc 

strain map is obtained, the mean Ecc strain value around the lumen, or <Ecc>, is 

calculated as the average of the pixel values over the contour as shown in figure 2.3. The 

variance of the strain value around the lumen was also obtained. These measurements are 

semiautomated using software (DENSEview) written for DENSE strain measurements. 
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Figure 2.3. DENSE strain measurements. Left: Displacement map generated from the phase images 
acquired at 1.5T.  Right: Ecc strain map that is derived from the displacement vectors as described in the 
“method” section. Dotted line indicates the contour from which average strain is calculated.  
 

 For comparison with an independent measurement, we note that the mean 

circumferential strain around the lumen of the artery is effectively the fractional change 

of its circumference, which can be measured in CINE MR images using the 

circumference of the lumen at the initial and end time points of the DENSE mixing time. 

In the CINE images the lumen boundary was drawn manually for the frames 

corresponding to the initial and end time points. The irregular shape of the cross-section 

at the bifurcation would make lumen circumference unreliable, therefore slices in the 

common carotid artery were used for CINE measurements.  The fractional change of the 

circumference was then used to provide the mean <Ecc’> measurement by CINE: 
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To compare the mean Ecc from the DENSE <Ecc> and CINE <Ecc’> measurements, we 

performed correlation and Bland-Altman analysis at both field strengths between the two 

techniques. The correlation and Bland-Altman included all data using both peak strain 
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(40 ms after the R-wave) and intermediary strain (80 ms after the R-wave) measured by 

DENSE with corresponding strain measured from CINE.  Additionally, we also measured 

the signal-to-noise ratio of the DENSE data in the carotid wall for 1.5T and 3T 

separately.   

 

Results 

 

Figure 2.4. DENSE MRI.  A) Slice locations (dotted lines) and shim volume (rectangle) of the DENSE and 
CINE MRI are indicated on maximum intensity projection images of 2D TOF MRI.  Arrow indicates the 
carotid bifurcation used as a landmark.  B) Raw DENSE phase image acquired at 1.5T.  The rectangular 
volume indicates the area that is postprocessed using the DENSEview software.  C) Three slices of the 
DENSE MRI acquired at 1.5T starting at the top from the inferior portion of the common carotid to just 
below the bifurcation.  D)  Three slices of the DENSE MRI acquired at 3.0T in the same order.   
 

Figure 2.4 shows the slice location and region of strain analysis around the carotid 

arteries using the DENSE technique.  At 1.5T the average SNR ratio of the DENSE 

images among the volunteers was 2.6 in the segment of the wall bordering the jugular 

vein, 4.6 in the opposite segment, and 3.4 over the whole circumference. 

Correspondingly, the pixel-wise displacement noise was between 44 and 78 μm, and the 

pixel-wise Ecc strain noise was between 0.10 and 0.18, with an average of 0.14.  At 3.0T, 

the average SNR ratio ranged from 1.9 in the segment furthest from the surface coil to 
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14.9 in the most superficial segment, and 6.3 over the circumference. The corresponding 

pixel-wise strain noise is between 0.032 and 0.25, with an average of 0.076. The variation 

of SNR matches the sensitivity profile of the single surface coil used for 3T imaging.   

 The average Ecc strain around the carotid circumference between diastole and 

systole represents the total distension of the circumference. In the 1.5T group this was 

0.076 ± 0.006 (mean ± stdev) by DENSE (<Ecc>) and 0.079 ± 0.007 by CINE (<Ecc’>). 

In the 3T group <Ecc> was 0.072 ± 0.039 and <Ecc’> was 0.071 ± 0.031. The two 

groups consisted of different volunteers, and as a result have different ranges of Ecc 

strain. However, they were not statistically different from each other (P=0.77). The 

average <Ecc> of both groups combined is 0.072 ± 0.026 by DENSE. 

 
Figure 2.5. CINE and DENSE correlation at A) 1.5T and B) 3.0T.  The results of the least squares linear fit 
are shown for both field strengths. 
 

 The correlation between DENSE <Ecc> and CINE <Ecc’> measurements show 

good agreement (Figure 2.5). The mean and 95% confidence level of the correlation 

coefficient are 1.03 and 0.78 to 1.29 at 1.5T (R2 = 0.58), and 1.03 and 0.88 to 1.20 at 3T 
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(r2 = 0.84). Paired t-tests between CINE and DENSE values show no statistical difference 

between the two at both 1.5T and 3T (p = 0.45 and 0.50, respectively).   

 The Bland-Altman analysis (Figure 2.6) indicates that the variance of the 

difference between DENSE <Ecc> and CINE <Ecc’> is 0.035 at 1.5T and 0.025 at 3T. 

The mean of the difference between these two methods is 0.002 at 1.5T and -0.001 at 3T. 

The latter represent systematic biases of DENSE relative to CINE, and are statistically 

not significant at either field strength (p = 0.45 and 0.50 respectively).  

 

Figure 2.6. Bland-Altman graphs at A) 1.5T and B) 3.0T.  The Bland-Altman graphs compare difference 
between the DENSE and CINE strain measurements plotted against the mean of the two measurements.  
Mean ± two standard deviations are indicated by the dotted lines to show the 95% confidence interval. 
 

 It is important to note that DENSE provides Ecc on a pixel-wise basis, a regional 

measures of strain which is different from the global mean <Ecc’> made from CINE 

measurements. Since currently there does not exist an equivalent noninvasive 

measurement of regional strain, it is informative to investigate the spatial variation of the 

strains measured.  Figure 2.7 plots the variance of strain around the lumen circumference 

vs. the mean strain level. The results show that variance increases linearly with the mean 
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strain. This indicates that there exists a spatial heterogeneity of strain which scales with 

the mean strain and contributes to the measured variance, in addition to any random noise 

that is independent from the mean strain.  In the 1.5T group, the amplitude of the spatial 

variance is 50% of mean strain, whereas in the 3.0T group, it is 35% of the mean strain. 

This difference may be due to the different age ranges of the two groups and warrants 

further study.  

 

Figure 2.7.  Spatial variance of strain at 1.5T and 3.0T.  The DENSE strain variance around the lumen wall 
is correlated linearly with the mean DENSE strain measurements, indicating a real spatial heterogeneity in 
addition to random noise variation. 
 

Discussion 

The results of the correlation analysis demonstrate that there is good agreement between 

DENSE strain and CINE lumen size measurements at both 1.5T and 3.0T.   The Bland-
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Altman plots show that the variability of DENSE values relative to CINE is lower at 3.0T 

than at 1.5T. The increased SNR at 3.0T is the likely reason for the lower variability. 

Previous studies have shown that direct lumen measurements from CINE MRI show 

excellent agreement with lumen wall distention measurements using ultrasound [27, 28]. 

Crowe and coauthors measured the area distension of the common carotid lumen between 

diastole and systole in a group of volunteers using CINE MRI and found it to be 15.1% ± 

5.1%. This translates to a circumferential distension of 0.072 ± 0.021, which is in good 

agreement with our result of 0.072 ± 0.026.  Using similar calculations from lumen area 

and/or diameter, other studies show a range of circumferential distension in normal 

subjects using MRI (0.103 [28], 0.152 [29]) or ultrasound (0.052 [30], 0.056 [30], 0.086 

[28], 0.088 [27]) of which our DENSE results are within the range. 

 Theoretically, there is an expected two times signal gain when moving from 1.5T 

to 3T.  However, the SNR comparisons at both fields show that while there is SNR gain 

in the segment closest to the surface coil, there is also signal loss in the distal segment 

due to the sensitivity profile of the single surface coil used at 3T.  We also observed that 

the signal drop off was greatly influenced by the wide range of the subject's neck 

geometries.  The surface coil was the only commercially available coil approved for 3T 

use at the time of this study. Future array coils for neck imaging at 3T should rectify 

these shortcomings as will be described in chapter 3. Currently the resolution of the 

images is 0.6 mm inplane at 4 mm slice thickness. To improve the spatial resolution will 

require a trade-off of SNR or scan time. The SNR increase at 3T compared to 1.5T 

implies that this limitation should be eased by the use of array coils at 3T. This will allow 

for higher resolution images for future studies in patients with known atherosclerosis. 
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 It should be noted that DENSE strain measurements are localized, such that 

regional strain differences can be measured as opposed to CINE or ultrasound lumen 

measurements, which provide global strain and by inference the average stiffness.  While 

the average carotid arterial wall stiffness has been implicated in a broad range of 

neurological and cardiovascular diseases including stroke [31], hypertension [32], 

myocardial infarction [3], inflammatory disease [33], and cognitive impairment [34], 

regional measurement may improve the specificity and sensitivity of this test similar to 

what has been shown in strain mapping with intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) [8].   

This preliminary study provides the groundwork from which future studies will 

compare regional strain values to a reference standard. Current IVUS strain mapping only 

provide radial strain but not circumferential distension, and cannot yet be compared with 

the DENSE technique.   Similarly, a recent study using transcutaneous US [35] could 

measure circumferential strain only in some segments and was not quantified for in vivo 

studies, making it difficult to provide a direct comparison to DENSE. The rapid 

development of IVUS, ultrasound, and optical tomography imaging may soon provide an 

independent imaging technique as a reference standard.   
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Chapter 3: Single-Shot DENSE 

 

Abstract 

Displacement-encoding with stimulated-echoes (DENSE) MRI provides quantitative 

strain measurements of the biomechanical function of vessel wall motion. I initially 

applied this method to the carotid arteries using a true-FISP segmented k-space readout 

and phase cycling signal averaging to improve SNR and remove unwanted FID and 

stimulated-antiecho signals. While it has been proven effective for validation of strain in 

the common carotid arteries, in-plane flow artifacts are pronounced at and above the 

bifurcation of the carotid arteries where blood flow is faster and more turbulent.  The goal 

of the current study is to compare the previously validated segmented sequence with the 

single-shot implementation in both in vitro and in vivo scans.  Results show that the 

single-shot sequence with rigid body image registration is less susceptible to in-plane 

flow artifacts, particularly above the bifurcation, and motion artifacts due to swallowing 

and neck motion, which increases the reproducibility and accuracy of strain 

measurements in the carotid arteries. This allows for optimal in vivo characterization of 

atherosclerotic plaque in future studies. 
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Introduction 

Atherosclerosis, the buildup of plaque in the blood vessels, has been shown to 

present at distinct regions of arteries, primarily at areas of bifurcation where the main 

artery splits into one or more smaller arteries [1, 2].  The carotid arteries are one such 

region where atherosclerotic plaque tends to accumulate that is of great concern because 

these culprit carotid plaques can lead to stroke [3-6].  Furthermore, atherosclerosis in the 

carotid arteries has also been linked to cardiovascular disease [7, 8] and in particular 

myocardial infarction [9-11]. Central to both stroke and heart attack is the fact that 

currently there is no method that can identify those plaques most likely to rupture causing 

cerebral or myocardial infarction, the so-called vulnerable plaques [12].  It is recognized 

that the biomechanical properties of plaque should be predictive of vulnerability [13, 14].  

While a number of methods based on biomechanics such as measuring aterial 

distensiblity, compliance, and stiffness index have been proposed [15, 16], all of them 

assume that the arteries are axisymmetrical which can not account for the more complex 

geometry induced by the presence of plaques. A method that can pinpoint specific 

biomechanical properties in the plaque is required. We have shown and validated in a 

previous study that a noninvasive method using displacement-encoding with dtimulated-

echoes magnetic resonance imaging (DENSE-MRI) can define strain in the carotid 

arteries. This strain may provide the much-needed marker for plaque vulnerability. 

The DENSE-MRI method takes advantage of the stimulated echo which 

maintains phase information in the longitudinal direction that does not decay as quickly 

as in the transverse plane. The encoding and decoding gradient pulses are separated by 

the mixing time TM, so that spin displacement during this time causes a phase shift in the 
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acquired image which is proportional to the net displacement in the direction of the 

gradient.  This method has been applied to the carotid arteries using a true fast imaging 

with steady-state (true-FISP) segmented k-space readout and phase cycling signal 

averaging to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and remove unwanted free induction 

decay (FID) and stimulated-anti-echo signals [17, 18].   

While DENSE-MRI has been proven effective for validation of strain in the 

common carotid arteries, through-plane flow artifacts are sometimes pronounced at and 

above the bifurcation of the carotid arteries where blood flow is more turbulent.  Slow 

through-plane flow signal may not be completely crushed at 

the end of the acquisition which would result in flow artifacts.  

Also, refocused magnetization in flowing blood from beat to 

beat due to its relatively long T1 can cause ringing effects in 

the images in the segmented acquisition. Furthermore, off-

resonance effects from the difference in fat and tissue, 

particularly pronounced due to the fat alongside the neck can 

also cause artifacts.   Additional artifacts can be seen with 

segmented k-space acquisition and signal averaging from mis-

registration of segmented scans caused by movement such as 

swallowing.  An in vivo image shown in figure 3.1 reflects the 

results of these artifacts. These problems are critical because 

atherosclerosis tends to build at the bifurcation, and therefore 

accurate strain mapping must be achieved for this method to be 

of clinical value. The solution to these problems is to implement a single-shot imaging 

method and rigid body image registration in postprocessing which has been used in 

Figure 3.1  In vivo 
DENSE phase maps 
demonstrating in-plane 
flow artifacts and 
ringing-artifacts. 
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cardiac DENSE applications to allow for free-breathing acquisitions [19, 20].  Single-

shot imaging is not influenced by differences in flow from segment to segment as a 

complete scan is achieved in a single acquisition. Motion artifacts can be eliminated by 

rigid-body coregistration. The purpose of this study is to implement a single-shot based 

DENSE pulse sequence and quantitatively compare segmented and single-shot DENSE 

strain measurements in phantoms and human subjects. 

Methods 

Phantom System 
 

To model the carotid arteries, previous work has demonstrated that polyvinyl 

alcohol cryogel (PVA-C) is an ideal material for building phantoms not only due to 

similar biomechanical properties, such as elasticity, but also anthropomorphic MRI 

properties, such as T1, T2, and chemical shift [21].  Annular polycarbonate molds were 

created with a polycarbonate tube with an inner diameter of 0.25 inch and polycarbonate 

rod with an outer diameter of 0.125 inch yielding 0.125 inch wall thickness. A 10% 

solution of PVA-C was  then liquefied, heated, and poured into the mold as described in 

previous papers [22].   The molds were frozen at -20° C for 16 hours and thawed at room 

temperature for 8 hours.  The PVA-C elasticity was dependent on the number of freeze-

thaw cycles due to increased binding of the gel matrix [21] therefore the phantoms 

underwent five freeze-thaw cycles.  The phantoms were then removed from the mold and 

stored in anionic water.  At the time of imaging, the phantoms were attached to a holder 

that was filled with water so that the phantom was immersed.  Tubing was used to attach 

the phantom to a pressure gauge and to a pulsatile blood pump (Model #1423, Harvard 

Apparatus, Boston, MA) from one end to the other, forming a circular loop (see Figure 
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3.2).  The tubing was then filled with water to a pressure of 47 mmHg.  The pump was 

then turned on and gated to a +5 mV output that mimics EKG gating in human data 

acquisition. The phantom was imaged on a 3T clinical MR scanner (Trio, Siemens, 

Germany) using a 3.5 m receive-only surface coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA) that 

lay under the phantom holder. CINE MRI and segmented and single-shot DENSE MRI 

are described below.  

  

Figure 3.2  In vitro setup.  Representative images of the phantom experiment setup.  Not drawn to scale. 

 

Imaging Protocol 
The imaging protocol for both in vitro and in vivo studies utilized the following 

sequences:  First, a rapid three plane true-FISP localizer was used to localize the coil and 

ensure proper placement of the coil relative to the phantom or carotid arteries.  Second, a 

three-dimensional (3D) multislab time-of-flight (TOF) MRI was acquired to localize the 

left and right carotid arteries and identify the bifurcation using maximum intensity 

projections (MIP) in sagittal and coronal views.  Third, CINE MRI was acquired using 
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2D FLASH with TR = 20/40 ms and TE = 4.4/3.4 ms for 1.5T and 3T field strength, 

respectively.  Three 4 mm thick slices were prescribed on the MIP reconstructed images 

that were perpendicular to the common carotid artery, centered at the bifurcation, and 

spaced 9 mm apart as shown in Figure 3.3.  Therefore the first slice was placed at 1 cm 

below the bifurcation of the carotid arteries in the common carotid, the second slice at the 

bifurcation, and the third slice at 1 cm above the bifurcation to include the internal and 

external arteries.   In the in vitro studies, three slices were placed at the center of the 

phantom.  These same slice locations were used for the segmented and single-shot 

DENSE acquisitions.  A total of 36 phases were acquired with 0.6 * 0.6 * 4 mm3 

resolution. 

 

Figure 3.3  Slice locations for CINE and DENSE acquisitions. 

 

The segmented DENSE scans were triggered by the R-wave of the ECG which 

initiates the first 90° excitation followed by an encoding gradient lobe with an area of  

0.60 π/mm inplane that disperses the phase along a defined direction.  A second 90° RF 

pulse is then applied to transfer the magnetization to the longitudinal axis.  The decoding 

gradient pulse is played 100 ms later thus providing the mixing time for the stimulated 

echo such that the phase dispersion is rewound to the transverse plane.  Imaging was then 
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performed with slice selection using a trueFISP readout of 24 k-space lines per heartbeat 

acquired over 10 segments, thereby providing 240 phase encoding lines.  A matrix size of 

256 * 240 was therefore acquired in a 204.8 * 192 mm field of view to provide a 

resolution of 0.80 * 0.80 * 4mm at 1.5T.  At 3.0T images were acquired at 0.60 * 0.60 * 

4mm resolution but in postprocessing, the resolution was interpolated to match the 0.80 * 

0.80 mm resolution used at 1.5T and in the single-shot DENSE sequence described 

below. A bandwidth of 585Hz per pixel was used with, TR/TE = 4.8/2.4 ms, and flip 

angle of 15 degrees. Signal averaging, or phase cycling, of 5 was used. Displacement 

encoding was acquired in three oblique directions ([0, 1, 1], [0, -1, 1], [1, 0, 1]) to 

produced a pixel-by-pixel 2D displacement map.   

The single-shot DENSE sequence also employed a true-FISP readout however 

using 64 k-space lines per heartbeat at TR = 3.06 ms with a 30 degree flip angle.  A 

restricted FOV excitation in the phase-encoding direction by the DENSE-encoding RF 

pulses created an equivalent FOV of 102.4 * 205 mm and 128x256 matrix thereby 

providing an in-plane resolution of 0.8 * 0.8 * 4.0 mm.  A trigger interval of 2 heartbeats 

was used. As with the segmented DENSE, three different oblique directions were 

acquired to produce the 2D displacement map.  The three separate encoding directions 

were acquired in 3 separate heartbeats. 48 repetitions were acquired for each direction for 

a scan time of 4.8 minutes for each slice and a total of 144 shots.  The segmented DENSE 

scan required a comparable scan time of 5 minutes per slice and based on 10 segments, 3 

directions, and 5 phase cycles, an equivalent total of 150 shots. 

For the in vivo study four healthy volunteers (3M, 1F, ages 33-40) were scanned 

at 1.5T  (Siemens Avanto) and an additional four healthy volunteers (2M, 2F, ages 21-50) 

were scanned at 3.0T.  Subjects were screened for MR contraindications and history of 
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cardiovascular and neurological disease and informed consent was obtained under IRB-

approved protocols.  Field-strength specific bilateral dual phased array carotid coils 

(Machnet, Netherlands) were used for imaging at both 1.5T and 3T.   Semiautomated 

shimming was acquired before segmented and single-shot slice acquisitions over a 

volume larger than FOV.  In order to ensure that there was no effect from shimming 

alone, segmented and single-shot acquisitions were alternated in order between subjects. 

 

Image Processing 
The DENSE raw data was downloaded from the MR scanners and processed 

using custom software (DENSEview, NIH, Bethesda, MD) to extract strain maps and 

quantitative strain measurements for each slice.  Data processing methods are described 

in detail in the previous validation paper [18] and in [23], however an additional step for 

handling of the single-shot data is described: First, multichannel complex images are 

combined into three sets encoded in the X, Y, and Z direction.  For single-shot data, 

image coregistration of each shot was done by calculating the Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient of all pairs of frames to identify the frame with the highest total correlation 

which was used as the reference frame.  Each individual frame was then registered by X 

and Y translations until the maximum Pearson’s correlation were reached [24].  The 

frames are ordered by correlation and displayed frame by frame in a movie.  The user can 

then select a percentage of frames to be included and averaged.  In most cases, 90% of 

the frames were utilized in this study except where specified. The advantage of this 

additional coregistration step is that in those data acquisitions where there is motion, 

those frames that exhibit residual motion after registration will have a low Pearson’s 

correlation.  If there is a great deal of residual motion, for example affecting nearly half 
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of the frames, the user can then select to use only 50% of the frames thereby eliminating 

registration artifacts in the single-shot images. This step is not possible in the segmented 

DENSE scans.  The following postprocessing steps remain the same for both single-shot 

and segmented DENSE scans:  Second, an ROI is selected by the user to define the 

common carotid, bifurcation, or internal carotid artery depending on the slice being 

analyzed.  Contours defining the carotid lumen wall are drawn by the user.  Adaptive 

phase unwrapping [23] was then performed on the phase maps and converted to X, Y, 

and Z displacement as a vector.  An adaptive spatial filter is applied and a displacement 

map is created.  Circumferential strain (Ecc) maps were calculated as a projection of the 

Lagrangian strain tensor based on a tissue deformation matrix from the in-plane 

displacement of each quadrilateral element.   

Mean Ecc was calculated by taking the average of the pixel values over a contour 

drawn around the lumen wall at three slices 1 cm apart at the center of the phantom for 

the in vitro study and at the common carotid artery and internal common carotid artery 

slices for the in vivo study.  Variance of strain around the lumen was obtained as a whole 

as well as in four different segments of the image.  CINE Ecc was obtained by measuring 

and multiplying the horizontal and vertical lumen diameter at two time points that match 

the beginning (systolic) and acquisition (diastolic) time points of the segmented and 

single-shot DENSE scans divided by the lumen diameter at the end (diastolic) time point. 

At 1.5T the CINE MRI lumen diameter measurements were taken at time-to-trigger TT = 

0 ms and TT = 190 ms for comparison to segmented DENSE and TT = 290 ms for single-

shot DENSE and at 3T the segmented DENSE diastolic time point was at TT = 260ms 

and single-shot TT = 320 ms.  The difference in the diastolic time points is due to the 

longer imaging window required for single-shot DENSE which acquires 64 k-space lines 
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as opposed to 24 k-space lines for segmented DENSE as described above.  Finally, 

signal-to-noise ratio was calculated based on the lumen wall for signal and an additional 

ROI was drawn by the user in the center of lumen to determine the noise level, giving 

signal-to-noise ratio and its variance around the lumen. 

 

Results 

Phantom Studies 
Phantom studies using true-FISP readout showed a nearly two times SNR 

increase over using a FLASH readout.  Initial phantom and in vivo studies showed that a 

flip angle of 30° is optimal at both 1.5T and 3.0T.  In phantoms, inplane flow artifacts 

were evident in segmented DENSE images but not single-shot DENSE images as shown 

in figure 3.4a.  The phase maps show that single-shot DENSE does not suffer from these 

artifacts.  The effect of the artifacts can also be visualized in the strain map which shows 

that voxels along the artifact show inaccurate high strain values whereas the single-shot 

DENSE shows the expected uniform strain values throughout the phantom wall.   This 

improvement can be quantified by the lower variability of repeated strain measurements 

and lower standard deviation of intravoxel strain measurements (figure 3.4b) which 

reflects a greater reproducibility and accuracy with the single-shot DENSE sequence.   
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Figure 3.4.  In vitro comparison of segmented and single-shot DENSE.  A) Phase maps and strain maps of 
phantoms with segmented DENSE (left) and single-shot DENSE (right).  B) Average strain and standard 
deviation measurements across the phantom wall in segmented and single-shot DENSE. 

 

Studies In Vivo 
These results are also reflected in the in vivo studies as shown in figure 3.5 which 

shows irregular displacement vectors in segmented DENSE at the bifurcation that are 

likely the result of image artifacts whereas the single-shot DENSE displacement and 

strain map reflects displacement in the expected directions.  However, in order to 

quantify accuracy of the DENSE scans, Ecc values were obtained in both segmented and 

single-shot DENSE slices at the common carotid arteries and internal carotid artery and 

compared with Ecc measurements obtained from CINE MRI from the same slice 

locations.  The bifurcation was excluded from this analysis due to complex geometry that 

is not well represented by taking the average of Ecc across the lumen wall. 
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Figure 3.5 In vivo comparison of segmented and single-shot DENSE displacement and strain maps. 

 

At 1.5T, the Pearson’s correlation (r2) between the CINE and DENSE Ecc was 

0.76 and 0.95 for segmented and single-shot DENSE, respectively.  The slopes of linear 

regression were 0.63 ± 0.20 (95% confidence interval, CI) and 0.81 ± 0.11 (95% CI), 

respectively.   The 1.5 T results are shown in the correlation graph in figure 3.6.   
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Figure 3.6.  CINE and DENSE circumferential strain correlation at 1.5T. 

 

At 3.0T, the segmented DENSE Ecc showed a much lower Pearson’s correlation 

of 0.68 with CINE Ecc compared to single-shot DENSE Ecc correlation of 0.91 (figure 

3.7). The slopes of regression were 1.02 ± 0.40 (95% CI) and 0.88 ± 0.16 (95% CI), for 

segmented and single-shot DENSE, respectively. The zero intercepts were -0.018±  0.016 

(95% CI) and 9E-5 ± 0.004 (95% CI), respectively. In the segmented scan the negative 

intersect was caused by several data points with negative DENSE Ecc but positive CINE 

Ecc.   
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Figure 3.7.  CINE and DENSE circumferential strain correlation at 3T. 

 

A closer examination of these points reveal that they are from the common carotid 

artery of a single subject where segmented DENSE scans suffered from significant 

artifacts that caused portions of the phase map to be distorted (Figure 3.8).  As shown in 

the phantom experiments, this resulted in inaccurate strain calculations.  This example 

also demonstrates the dramatic improvement of image quality with the single-shot 

DENSE implementation as evidenced by the well-defined morphology of the single-shot 

phase maps compared to the segmented data in the same subject.  Although the samples 

are different from 1.5T and 3.0T, the results seem to support that segmented DENSE 

measurements are not as accurate at 3.0T when compared to 1.5T.  This is likely due to 

the well-described increases in susceptibility and chemical shift dispersion at 3.0T [25].   
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Figure 3.8 Phase map and strain map and values of common carotid arteries in a subject that showed 
contradictory CINE Ecc and segmented DENSE Ecc strain values.  Strain value and standard deviation for 
each quadrant of the lumen wall are shown.   
 

 Another means by which single-shot DENSE improvements can be quantified is 

by examining the improvement in SNR when compared to segmented DENSE scans.  In 

order for the SNR to comparable in segmented and single-shot DENSE scans, the SNR 

per shot was calculated and a pair-wise comparison was made for each side, slice, and 

subject.  At 1.5T the mean SNR for segmented scans was 8.7 + 7.4 which was 

significantly lower (p<0.005) than SNR for single-shot of 21.3 + 18.3 thereby showing a 

nearly three times increase in DENSE SNR by using the single-shot implementation.  As 

shown in Figure 3.9, in all but one measurement, SNR was increased when using single-

shot DENSE for all measurements in all subjects.  At 3.0T, the mean SNR for segmented 

scans was 8.9 + 6.3 which was also significantly lower (p<0.05) than single-shot scans 
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with a mean SNR of 14.8 + 10.1.  In pair-wise comparisons, four locations showed lower 

SNR with single-shot scans.   

 

Figure 3.8  Pair-wise SNR comparisons of segmented DENSE and single-shot DENSE at 1.5T and 3T 

 

 The five measurements that showed lower SNR with single-shot DENSE were 

examined in more detail.  The data reconstruction showed that using 90% of the images 

for the rigid body coregistration algorithm still resulted in images with residual motion as 

shown in Figure 3.10 (top left).  To take advantage of the flexibility of the coregistration 

algorithm, the data was postprocessed using a lower fraction of images with the goal of 

removing those frames with residual motion.  In some cases, as much as 50% of the 

single-shot frames were removed in order to rid the scan of artifacts.  The plot shown in 

Figure 3.10 demonstrates that by reducing the number of frames used for averaging, one 

can in fact increase the SNR by removing the contributing noise from residual motion 

and other artifacts.  The increase in SNR is reflected in the DENSE images where in the 

initial data processing (top left) used 90% of the frames, the re-processed data using 60% 

of the frames reveal vessel morphology that was not discernable in the initial image. 
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 By reprocessing the five cases using fewer frames, the SNR was improved by 3% 

at 1.5T and 13.5% at 3.0T.  In all five cases, SNR of single-shot DENSE now shows 

improvement over segmented DENSE SNR as shown in Figure 3.11. 

 
Figure 3.11  Pair-wise SNR comparisons of segmented DENSE and single-shot DENSE at 1.5T and 3.0T 
after reprocessing using fewer frames in the coregistration algorithm. 
 

Figure 3.10  Top left: 
Single-shot DENSE scan 
with 90% of the frames 
used for averaging.  Top 
right: Single-shot 
DENSE scan with 60% 
of the frames used for 
averaging.  Botttom: 
SNR and strain 
measurements using 
10%, 30%, 45%, 60%, 
75%, and 90% of the 
single-shot frames in the 
same subject and slice 
location. 
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Discussion 

The single-shot DENSE implementation shows improvement in accuracy and 

SNR by effectively eliminating artifacts arising from head-neck motion and in-plane flow 

at and above the bifurcation of the carotid arteries.  Although there is an additional step in 

postprocessing which takes an extra minute or two to accomplish per slice, the 

improvement in SNR by nearly 300% outweighs the extra time.  The additional step of 

image coregistration provides a more flexible protocol that is tolerant of motion artifacts 

such as swallowing and patient movement which can not be controlled.   By using a 

single-shot sequence a more robust protocol can be provided for future studies. 

One of the drawbacks to the accuracy comparison was the limitation of the CINE 

Ecc measurements.  Unfortunately, another method of validating DENSE measurements 

does not exist as it is the only MR imaging method that has been shown to measure strain 

in the carotid arteries.  Other displacement-encoding method such as tagging or HARP do 

not have the resolution necessary for carotid imaging [26].  The only known method for 

measuring circumferential strain in vivo is the use of intravascular ultrasound [27] 

however it is not only invasive but it would be difficult to coregister the strain 

measurements with MR measurements. 

It is tempting to compare SNR measurements at 1.5T and 3.0T.  Although the 

SNR improvement is shown by single-shot DENSE at both field strengths, it is surprising 

that the SNR at 3T was not significantly greater (p>0.05) than the SNR at 1.5T as 

observed in the previous validation study [18].  It is important to note that subjects 

scanned at 1.5T were different from those scanned at 3.0T.  The 3.0T subjects were less 

experienced inside an MR scanner.  This may have resulted in greater motion and 

therefore more artifacts that would have decreased SNR.  A more likely explanation for 
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the lower than expected SNR at 3.0T is that the noise measurements were taken from 

within the lumen which in the case at 3T may not just be noise but contain real blood 

signal.  Since T1 of blood is longer at 3T, there may be secondary coherence pathways 

that refocus blood signal from previous shots which has been evidenced in other high-

field studies [25].  Also, the 3T group was significantly older (p<0.05) which may have 

resulted in group differences in blood flow patterns.  In order to draw conclusive results 

for a 1.5T and 3.0T comparison, the same subjects must be scanned at both field 

strengths.  However, it can be concluded that DENSE at 1.5T is feasible and that the 

single-shot DENSE implementation is necessary to have high SNR. 

This novel implementation of a single-shot DENSE MRI in the carotid arteries 

provides a more robust method for measuring strain in all parts of the carotid artery.  

Future studies will quantify regional strain patterns and compare these patterns in healthy 

volunteers and patients with known carotid atherosclerosis.  These data should show 

whether regional stiffness of the artery wall is correlated with plaque vulnerability.  If so, 

DENSE-MRI could provide an indication for the risk of stroke, allowing for the early 

diagnosis of the disease before the devastating effects can take their course. 
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Chapter 4: Age-Related Changes in Strain 
 
 

Abstract 
The loss of elasticity and increased stenosis in the carotid arteries is an 

unavoidable consequence of aging and is often recognized as an early marker of 

atherosclerosis, the leading cause of heart attacks and strokes.  The purpose of this study 

was to use magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as a noninvasive method to measure 

common carotid artery (CCA) intima-media thickness (IMT) and CCA cyclic strain in 

normal subjects and patients with atherosclerosis. 

30 subjects (18M, 12F, ages 18-79), of which 7 showed atherosclerosis, 

underwent carotid MR imaging.  T1w, T2w, proton-density images, and CINE MRI were 

acquired and used to measure the IMT and cyclic strain.  An additional 20 subjects were 

examined with DENSE-MRI where cyclic strain was measured by averaging strain across 

the lumen. 

As expected, the results show a general increase in IMT and decrease strain; 

however a thickened arterial wall did not necessarily confer decreased strain.  Age-

matched comparisons between stroke and control show a significant difference in strain 

but not IMT.  Also of note is a wide range of cyclic strain in younger controls possibly 

indicating that strain may precede wall thickening.   

The results of this study demonstrate that MRI can be used as a noninvasive tool 

to measure CCA IMT and elasticity. Combined with high resolution morphological MRI 

techniques, these measurements can provide a simple method of measuring arterial 

disease that may add significant value to vulnerable plaque diagnosis. 
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Introduction 
Atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death in the United 

States with over 19 million deaths worldwide where a large portion of these victims are 

asymptomatic [1].  Therefore there is a considerable demand for the early diagnosis of 

atherosclerosis, in particular those that are focused on examining atherosclerosis in the 

carotid wall which is the leading cause of stroke [2].  Atherosclerosis is defined by the 

hardening or stiffening of the arterial walls therefore a number of diagnostics techniques 

focus on 1) the morphological changes that occur in the carotid wall such as intima-media 

wall thickness (IMT) and plaque imaging and 2) the biomechanical changes that arise 

from stiffening arteries such as distention, cyclic strain, and stiffness. 

IMT is the currently accepted surrogate marker for atherosclerosis in the carotid 

arteries [3].  Numerous large clinical trials including the Rotterdam Study [4, 5] and 

Atherosclerosis Risk  in Communities (ARIC) Study [6, 7] have utilized this technique to 

determine the relationship of common carotid artery IMT (CCA IMT) with 

atherosclerosis and more importantly with risk of disease.  Their results show that a small 

increase in CCA IMT of 0.2mm was associated with an increase in relative risk for stroke 

and heart attack of 28% and 33%, respectively as determined in the ARIC study.  IMT is 

generally measured using B-mode ultrasound (US) by obtaining a side view of the carotid 

artery and measuring the distance between the leading edges of the lumen-intima and 

media-adventitia ultrasound interface.  While this has been shown to be a reliable and 

robust measurement, US suffers from variability in operator error (such as tranducer 

angle) and image artifacts can occur in plaques with calcification [8].   MRI technology 

has advanced to the point where high resolution images of the IMT can be reliably 
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obtained  [9, 10].  The advantage of using MRI is that other morphological and functional 

measures of atherosclerosis can be imaged noninvasively as well. 

Carotid plaque imaging has recently become available with the advances in 

imaging hardware and software that enables the characterization of plaque including lipid 

pool, calcification, hemorrhage, and fibrous tissue [11-13].   Signal intensity in MRI is 

based on biochemistry of the tissues of interest.  Characterization of plaque relies on the 

premise that different components of plaque will have different signal intensities 

depending on the method of excitation, otherwise known as the pulse sequence, that 

focus on different spin relaxation properties.  For example, the lipid in plaque has a well 

known short T2 (T2 is the transverse relaxation time of excited spins), therefore T2-

weighted image sequences are more sensitive to lipid than say a T1-weighted image 

sequence.  Calcification on the other hand has very little proton signal and so it appears 

dark on all MRI images [12].  By utilizing multiple imaging sequences of variable 

contrast weighting, plaque can be characterized noninvasively using MRI. 

Stiffness of the carotid arteries is implicit in the definition of atherosclerosis and 

has therefore become a major focus for imaging techniques to measure this 

biomechanical property [14].  Carotid artery wall stiffness has been implicated in a broad 

range of cardiovascular and neurological diseases including stroke [15], hypertension [16, 

17], heart failure [18], myocardial infarction [19], inflammatory disease [20], cognitive 

impairment [21], and chronic fatigue syndrome [22].  Furthermore, increased arterial 

stiffness is directly correlated to increased cardiovascular morbidity and mortality [23].   

There are several ways that stiffness can be measured using a number of different 

techniques.  Pulse wave velocity, the measure of time taken by a pressure wave to travel 

between the carotid artery and femoral artery was primarily used to measure arterial 
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stiffness, however it suffers from inaccuracies in measurement [24, 25].  Ultrasound is 

once again used to assess wall function by measuring changes in the lumen diameter.  

MRI can also be used to measure stiffness by using CINE MRI which acquires rapid 

images of the carotid artery using the axial plane so that area or diameter of the lumen 

can be readily measured [11].  The problem with the ultrasound and CINE MRI method 

of measuring stiffness by change in lumen dimensions is that it assumes that the lumen is 

expanding and contracting isosymmetrically in order for the calculations to be simple.  

This is an assumption that has been shown not to be true using displacement encoding 

with stimulated echo magnetic resonance imaging (DENSE-MRI) which can define 

localized strain noninvasively [26-28].   DENSE-MRI has been used to measure 

circumferential strain and therefore can be used to define stiffness. 

   The terminology used for defining stiffness using these measurements is 

confusing as different terms are used interchangeably throughout the literature.  For the 

sake of clarity, the following definitions of stiffness are used in this study: 

1. Cyclic strain:  the change in lumen diameter or area from systole (Ds) to diastole 

(Dd) as a ratio to the diastolic diameter or area.  Referred to in the literature as 

carotid compliance, distention, and circumferential strain.  

d

ds
CS D

DD −
=ε                                   (4.1) 

2. Circumferential strain: the average of all pixels across the lumen contour (ec) 

where each pixel is the tissue deformation matrix for the in-plane displacement as 

measured by DENSE-MRI.  This definition is used in previous publications [28-

30] and intended to clarify the difference between cyclic strain and strain 

measured by DENSE. 
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3. Stiffness Index: Ratio of the natural log of the difference in systolic (Ps) and 

diastolic blood pressures (Pd) relative to the change in diameter or area.  This is 

one measure of stiffness that is universally defined. 
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 Atherosclerosis is an ongoing process which starts in the first decade of life [31].  

As a result, carotid arterial stiffness and thickness has been shown to increase with age, 

which is supported by ultrasound and pulse-wave velocity studies [23, 32, 33] but has not 

been explored by MRI measures of stiffness.  It is the goal of this study to measure IMT, 

cyclic strain, circumferential strain, and stiffness index using MRI to determine age-

related changes.  In addition, a small subgroup of patients with known atherosclerosis 

will be examined with these methods.  The hypothesis is that the measures of stiffness 

will increase with age and that patients with known atherosclerosis will show 

significantly different measures of stiffness as measured by MRI.   The results of this will 

demonstrate the feasibility of morphological and mechanical characterization of the 

carotid arteries using different MRI techniques such that a complete imaging protocol can 

be developed that would provide all relevant measures of atherosclerosis. 

 

Methods 
A total of 50 subjects was examined (ages 18-79, 27 males, 23 females) with 

carotid imaging.  The first group of subjects (n=30, ages 18-79, 18 males, 12 females) 
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was examined at 1.5T (GE LX 9.1, Waukesha, WI or Siemens Espree, Erlangan, 

Germany) with a multisequence MRI for measuring IMT and CINE MRI for measuring 

cyclic strain.  Of those 30 subjects, all were healthy controls with no history of 

neurological or cardiovascular disease except seven patients with a known diagnosis of 

atherosclerosis and a history of stroke and/or heart attack.  Informed consent was 

obtained in all subjects in this group under Huntington Hospital IRB protocol. The 

second groups of subjects (n=20, ages 18-78, 9 males, 11 females) were examined at 3.0T 

(Siemens Trio, Erlangan, Germany) using DENSE-MRI for an alternate means of 

measuring cyclic strain.  Informed consent was obtained in all in this group under 

California Institute of Technology IRB protocol.  There was no overlap in subjects 

between these two groups. 

The imaging protocol for the 1.5T group consisted of the following:  First, the 

patient was placed in the scanner supine and bilateral phased array carotid coils (GE: 

Medical Advances, Waukesha, WI; Siemens: Machnet, Netherlands) were placed at each 

side of the neck.  Second, after the subject enters the scanner, a localizer image was 

acquired to ensure positioning of the carotid coils.  Third, a time-of-flight magnetic 

resonance angiography (TOF MRA) was acquired and maximum intensity projections 

(MIP) were used to localize the carotid arteries.  Finally, multiple slices perpendicular to 

the carotid arteries (axial) were acquired using 1) T1-weighted MRI, 2) T2-weighted 

MRI, 3) proton density-weighted MRI, 4) CINE MRI.  The slices were centered at the 

bifurcation of the carotid artery as a landmark as shown in figure 4.1a.  In this study, only 

the slices at the common carotid artery were utilized.  This multisequence carotid 

imaging protocol was based on the parameters utilized in the national clinical trial of 

Multiethnic Study of Atherosclerosis [34, 35].  Table 4.1 describes the details of the 
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protocol acquired on the GE system and Table 3.2 for the Siemens system.  Although the 

two manufacturers use different terminology to describe their pulse sequences and 

slightly different imaging parameters, the images produced were similar.  At the time of 

the exam, all images were examined for the presence of atherosclerotic plaque by 

comparing the intensity of the lumen to the sternomastoid muscle in each of the different 

weighted scans.  Table 4.3 describes the basic algorithm for MR characterization of 

atherosclerotic plaque.  Total exam time was 30 minutes. 

Table 4.1.  GE LX 9.1 Sequence parameters 

 2D Time 
of Flight  

Black-blood 
Proton Density 
/T2-weighted* 

Black-blood T1-
weighted CINE 

Pulse sequence 3D spoiled 
GRE 2D FSE 2D FSE FIESTA 

TR (ms) 23 3500 500 9.93 
TE (ms) 3.8 20/40 9.3 2.5 
Flip angle 60 25 25 45 
FOV (cm) 16x12 12x12 12x12 26x26 
Matrix 256x128 256x192 256x192 160x160 
Slice thickness (mm) 1 2 2 5 
NEX 1 1 1 3 
No. of slices 48 5 5 1 

Special parameters ETL=8, 
Fat sup Fat sup IT=600 ms,  

Fat sup 
IT=600 ms,  

Fat sup, ECG 
     
* GE uses a dual-echo pulse sequence to acquire proton density and T2-weighted images 
which are interleaved in reconstruction.  Key: TR= Repetition Time, TE= Echo Time, 
FOV= Field Of View, NEX= Number of EXcitations, GRE= GRadient Echo, FSE= Fast 
Spin Echo, FIESTA= Fast Imaging Employing Steady sTate Acquisition (equivalent to 
steady-state free precession), ETL= Echo Train Length, Fat sup= Fat suppression, IT= 
inverstion time. 
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Table 4.2: Siemens Espree Sequence Parameters 

 3D Time 
of Flight  

Coronal T2-
weighted* 

Black-blood 
Proton 
Density 

Black-blood 
T1-weighted CINE 

Pulse sequence FLASH  3D TSE 2D TSE 2D TSE 2D FLASH 
TR (ms) 31 1300 700 500 65.4 
TE (ms) 7.15 143 10 9.3 4.3 
Flip angle 60 n/a 180 180 15 
FOV (cm) 20x15 19x14 14x14 14x14 15x12.5 
Matrix 250x242 256x256 256x256 256x256 192x154 
Slice thickness 
(mm) 1 0.74 2 2 4 

NEX 1 2 1 1 3 
No. of slices 40 72 5 5 3 
Special 
parameters Multislab GRAPPAx2, 

Fat sup DIR DIR DIR, ECG 

Scan time 6:41 6:16 1:45 1:45 2:04 
*Acquired as a 3D slab, data was then reconstructed to match the same slice locations as 
proton density and T1-weighted slices.  Key: FLASH= Fast Low Angle Shot, TSE= 
Turbo-Spin Echo, GRAPPA= GeneRalized Autocalibrating Partially Parallel Acquisition, 
DIR=Double Inversion Recovery, aka dark-blood. 

 

 
Figure 4.1.  A) Slice location B) IMT contours. 
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Table 4.3. Plaque composition based on image contrast 
 TOF T1W PDW T2W 

Plaque + + + + 
Calcification - - - - 
Hemorrhage + + 0 0 

Fibrous matrix 0 0 + 0 
Key: + = hyperintense, - = hypointense, 0 = isointense; intensity is compared to the 
sternomastoid muscle. 

 

After the exam, all subject scans were transferred to a stand-alone workstation 

(GE Advanced Workstation).  IMT measurements were calculated using Mass Analysis 6 

which provides semiautomated segmentation of the carotid images and contours of the 

lumen wall as shown in Figure 4.1b.  Contour registration was checked to ensure accurate 

segmentation of the lumen.  In most cases, T1-weighted images provided high-quality 

images from which the lumen wall thickness could be calculated.  In some cases, patient 

motion, usually due to swallowing, may have affected the quality of the T1w image in 

which case T2w or proton density images were used for IMT thickness measurements. 

IMT thickness was calculated by taking the average of the lumen thickness across the 

entire lumen wall.  In order to ensure axisymmetry and accuracy of this measurement, 

only the side which had the higher SNR and greatest circularity of the lumen area was 

selected.   This same side was then used for cyclic strain measurement.  Cyclic strain 

(εCS) was measured using the CINE MRI sequence where the systolic and diastolic lumen 

diameters were selected based on the maximum and minimum lumen areas, respectively.  

Cyclic strain was then calculated using the difference in systolic and diastolic lumen 

diameters divided by the diastolic diameter as described in the literature [14, 36, 37].   

Age and body-mass index (BMI) were tabulated for each IMT and εCS measurement.  

Statistical analysis included two-tailed Pearson product moment correlation (with alpha 

values of 0.1, 0.4, 0.02, and 0.01) between IMT and strain to each other, BMI, and age 
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across controls and subjects with atherosclerosis.  Due to the smaller sample size of the 

group with atherosclerosis, Wilcoxon ranked sum two sample test were used to determine 

significant differences between the controls and disease groups were conducted across all 

categories (age, BMI, IMT, and strain). 

 In the second group of subjects imaged at 3.0T, only a single-sided surface coil 

was available for imaging (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA).  The coil was placed on the 

side of the neck and secured with vacuum fixation pillow (Vacfix, S&S Par Scientific, 

Inc. Houston, TX).  First, a rapid 3-plane true-FISP localizer was used to localize the coil 

and ensure proper placement of the coil relative to the carotid arteries.  Second, an 3D 

multislab time-of-flight (TOF) MRI was acquired to localize the left or right carotid 

arteries and identify the bifurcation using maximum intensity projections (MIP) in 

sagittal and coronal views.  Third, CINE MRI was acquired using 2D FLASH with 

TR=40ms and TE=3.4ms.  Three 4 mm thick slices were prescribed on the MIP 

reconstructed images that were perpendicular to the common carotid artery, centered at 

the bifurcation, and spaced 9 mm apart.  In this study only the slice at the common 

carotid artery is considered.  In addition, in 16 of the 20 cases, blood pressure was taken 

at the time of the exam.  Total exam time was 40 minutes. 

 In this group, circumferential strain is measured using the DENSE-MRI sequence.  

Details of the pulse sequence and postprocessing methods are described in detail in [28] 

however in short, DENSE images of the carotid artery wall were acquired at 0.6 * 0.6 * 

4.0 mm3 resolution, including displacement encoding in three oblique directions to 

produce a pixel-by-pixel 3D displacement map of the vessel wall and surrounding tissue. 

Image acquisition was consistently placed at the time of maximum lumen diameter, while 

the encoding portion was placed at 40 ms after the R-wave to capture the maximum wall 
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strain.   From the displacement map, circumferential strain is calculated by measuring the 

deformation of the wall at quadrilateral points and averaging per pixel strain across the 

entire lumen wall.  It is important to note that DENSE-MRI provides localized measures 

of strain that is not available in any other MR imaging technique however in this study 

only the mean strain across the entire lumen is used to provide a measure of cyclic strain 

that is comparable to the CINE cyclic strain measurements acquired at 1.5T.  The 

relationship between circumferential strain and cyclic strain is defined in equation (4.2). 

Stiffness index was calculated as previously described [37] as defined in equation (4.3). 

 

Results 

Healthy Controls 
In the control group at 1.5T, IMT ranged from 0.73mm to 2.12mm with a mean of 

1.23mm + 0.38 across the entire group.  This fits well with previously published range of 

0.8 to 1.8mm [9].  These results differ from ultrasound measurements (~0.8mm) where 

only parts of the lumen wall are visible to the method.  MRI measurements are sensitive 

to the entire lumen wall including the adventitia which may provide better detection of 

focal thickening due to atherosclerosis [10].  These results are, to this date, the largest 

group of subjects in which CCA IMT is measured using MRI.   IMT also shows a 

positive correlation with age (r = 0.50 with a significance of p < 0.02) as shown in Figure 

4.2.  There was no correlation with BMI as is shown in the size of the bubbles for each 

data point in the graph where the width of the data point is based on the BMI for that 

subject.  There was not a statistical difference between males and females.  These results 

confirm previously published results showing that IMT thickens with age as 

atherosclerosis is an ongoing process. 
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Figure 4.2. Correlation of IMT and age.  The blue circles represent healthy controls, the purple circles 
represent those subjects with known atherosclerosis.  BMI is proportional to the size of the data point. 
  

 It is expected that cyclic strain will decrease with age due to the well-documented 

increased stiffness of the carotid arteries with age.  There was a strong correlation of εCS 

to age in the control group at 1.5T which confirms the hypothesis (r = -0.55 with a 

significance of p < 0.01) as shown in figure 4.3.  Also shown in this figure by the size of 

the data points is that there was not a significant correlation between εCS and BMI.  There 

also was not a significant difference in εCS between sexes. 
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Figure 4.3. Correlation of strain and age.  The blue circles represent healthy controls, the purple circles 
represent those subjects with known atherosclerosis.  BMI is proportional to the size of the data point. 
 

 Mean εCS was 31.0% + 15.7% with a range of 14.8% to 67.4%.  This value is 

greater than the previous studies of 15% + 5% using MRI and 18% + 5% using 

ultrasound in [11] and 21% + 9% and 18% + 4% using MRI and ultrasound, respectively 

[38].  This is likely due to differences in the subject age populations as the measures of 

high εCS belong exclusively within the younger control population.  The wide range of 

εCS values in the younger population is a unique observation that has not been previously 

published.  Previous studies measuring cyclic strain generally focused on older 

populations.  Based on the lack of correlation with BMI within this younger age group as 

shown in Figure 4.3, is there a relationship between IMT and strain?  Statistically there is 

no correlation between IMT and strain. However, figure 4.4 shows that some of the 

young controls are characterized both by low strain and high IMT.  This suggests that the 
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decreased strain may have clinical implications given the amount of evidence that 

supports the relation of IMT and risk of stroke. 

 
Figure 4.4. Correlation of cyclic strain with IMT and age.  The blue circles represent healthy controls, the 
purple circles represent those subjects with known atherosclerosis.  Age is proportional to the size of the 
data point. 
 

Atherosclerosis 
 Multisequence MRI was effective at identifying plaque in the seven subjects with 

known atherosclerosis.  It was also effective at ruling out atherosclerosis in the 23 healthy 

subjects.  Figure 4.5 shows representative images that demonstrate plaque localization 

using the different contrasts of the imaging sequences.  In four of the subjects, plaque 

was found lining the walls of the common carotid artery which accounts for higher IMT 

measurements in those subjects however there was no correlation between IMT and strain 

measurements.  There was a statistically significant correlation (r = 0.67, p < 0.10) 

between IMT and BMI in this small sample size however there was no correlation with 
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age.  There was also no correlation between cyclic strain and age, BMI, or CCA IMT.  

Using Wilcoxon two-sample test as well as heterodiastic two-tailed student t-test, CCA 

cyclic strain is significantly lower (p<0.005) in the atherosclerotic group when compared 

to the age and BMI matched controls (both student t-test and Wilcoxon tests showed that 

there were no significant difference in age and BMI between the two groups).  IMT was 

not statistically different between these two groups.  Details of the results in each of these 

subjects are described in Table 4.4 as well as statistics for age and weight-matched 

healthy controls.     

 
Figure 4.5 Multicontrast MRI of atherosclerosis at 1.5T 
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Table 4.4. Demographics and measurements in subjects with known atherosclerosis. 

Subject Sex Age 
(years) 

BMI 
(kg/m2)

IMT 
(mm) 

εCS 
(%) 

History Plaque location 

A M 51 27 0.92 13.5 Asymptomatic ICA 
B F 54 20 0.71 3.2 Stroke Bifurcation 
C F 57 26 1.75 20.8 Endarectomy CCA 
D M 62 29 2.11 9.3 Stroke CCA, bifurcation 
E F 75 22 1.49 17.8 Stroke ICA 
F F 78 21 1.33 8.8 Stroke CCA 
G M 79 28 2.46 9.5 Endarectomy CCA, ICA 

Mean 3M,4F 65+12 25+4 1.54 
+0.62

24.1 
+8.4   

Control 6M,6F 60+7 24+4 1.43 
+0.40

11.8 
+6.0   

Key: BMI= Body Mass Index, IMT= Intima-Media Thickness, εCS = cyclic strain, M= 
Male, F= Female, ICA= Internal Carotid Artery, CCA= common carotid artery 
 

The significant difference in strain but not IMT is evident in figures 4.2 and 4.3 where 

wall thickness in subjects with atherosclerosis occupied the range of IMT found in 

normal controls whereas strain values were largely weighted towards the lower strain 

values, thus resulting in a statistically significant difference.    Although the sample size 

of subjects with atherosclerosis is small, these results suggest that cyclic strain may be 

more diagnostic than IMT for atherosclerosis.  It demonstrates that cyclic strain provides 

added value to the characterization of vessel wall 

using MRI.   

DENSE-MRI Strain 
 Mean circumferential strain calculated by 

DENSE-MRI was 0.067 + 0.030 which is in close 

agreement to previously published values of 0.071 + 

0.031 [28].  An example of a DENSE data set is 

shown in Figure 4.6.  As with cyclic strain 

Figure 4.7  Representative DENSE data 
set.  Note that although multiple slices 
can be acquired, in this study only a 
single slice from the common carotid 
was used.
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measurements, there is a strong correlation of circumferential strain with age (r = -0.64, 

p<0.01) as shown in figure 4.7.  The mean age of this group was 39.2 + 20.9 with a BMI 

of 22.4 + 4.2.  There was no correlation of strain with BMI.  Although this group is 

different from the 1.5T group in demographics, a similar pattern emerges where a broad 

range of strain values is found in the young, supposedly healthy individuals.  This 

confirms the previous finding of this phenomenon in strain measurements. 

 

Figure 4.7.  Correlation of DENSE strain with BMI and age.  All data points are in normal, healthy 
subjects.  BMI  is proportional to the size of the data point. 
 

In a subset of this group (n = 16) blood pressure measurements were obtained 

immediately after the DENSE-MRI data acquisition with the subject in the same position.  

Mean blood pressure in this group was 121/75 + 21/12 which implies that subjects were 

normatensive.  The stiffness index was calculated from circumferential strain and blood 

pressure differential and therefore showed correlation with both of those measures:  
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r = –0.66 (p < 0.01) and r = 0.55 (p<0.01) for stiffness index correlation with strain and 

blood pressure, respectively but did not show a correlation with age or BMI as shown in 

Figure 4.8.  The mean stiffness index in this population was 4.6 + 2.3 which is in the 

same range as previously published values of 5.6 + 1.9 [33].  It was expected that the 

stiffness index would increase with age.  However, these results do not confirm that 

hypothesis.  This measurement has always of been some controversy due to the 

assumption that pressure at the brachial artery would be the same at the carotid [39]. 

 

Figure 4.8.  Correlation of stiffness with BMI and age.  The blue circles represent healthy controls, the 
purple circles represent those subjects with known atherosclerosis.  BMI is proportional to the size of the 
data point. 

 

Discussion 
 This study presents a complete MRI protocol that can fully characterize the 

morphological and mechanical aspects of the common carotid arteries using quantitative 
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and noninvasive measurements of IMT and strain.  A discussion of findings with each of 

these measures follows. 

 Multisequence MRI was useful in identifying atherosclerotic plaque in patients 

and for excluding the presence of plaque in the control group.  It should be noted that the 

3D sequences: 3D TOF MRA and most importantly the 3D-TSE sequence were the most 

valuable in excluding plaque.  It is possible that smaller plaques might have been missed 

using multislice sequences whereas the 3D sequences allow for postacquisition 

reconstruction in multiple planes that can ensure that all aspects of the carotid vasculature 

can be visualized.  It is also important to note that the quality of these images was 

dependent on the use of phased array carotid coils which offered enough signal to noise 

to adequately identify plaque and its components.  This was one of the reasons why 

plaque detection was not attempted at 3T where phased array coils were not available at 

the time of the study.  The commercial availability of 3T phased array coils will allow for 

the complete protocol to be acquired at the higher field strength which will provide 

higher-resolution images for better characterization of plaque. 

 The results of the IMT study confirmed the findings from ultrasound that show 

that the common carotid artery thickens with age.  However, IMT thickness did not 

differentiate patients with atherosclerotic plaque from healthy, age-matched controls.  

Previous MRI studies of IMT were either conducted solely in normal controls [10, 11] or 

solely in patient populations [9, 40].  While one study [40] concludes that patients with 

an IMT thickness greater than 1.2 mm showed significantly higher plaque load, normal 

controls were not examined.   The results of this study show that normal, healthy controls 

can exhibit high IMT thickness as well. Therefore, future studies with IMT measurements 

must take into account normal range of IMT and its age dependency. 
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 Unlike IMT, cyclic strain in the common carotid artery showed significant 

differences between the patient and control populations.   Although a previous study 

showed a significant difference between control and hypertensive patients [11], changes 

in cyclic strain as measured by MRI in atherosclerotic patients is a unique observation.  

These results confirm ultrasound findings that cyclic strain is decreased in atherosclerosis 

and confirm biological [41] and biomechanical models [42] that have long predicted such 

an outcome.   Furthermore, the correlation between strain and age also confirms previous 

ultrasound studies and provides a normative database from which future comparisons can 

be made.  These results form the basis for a more careful examination of strain in the 

carotid arteries which can be achieved with DENSE-MRI. 

 It is important to note that the application of DENSE-MRI in this study was 

limited to measuring average strain around the lumen wall.  The unique value of DENSE-

MRI lies in its ability to characterize strain in any portion of the lumen wall.  Currently, 

the only other available technique for similar measurements is the use of intravascular 

ultrasound [43], an invasive technique that suffers from the same problems of user 

variability in ultrasound measurements [44, 45].  Due to limitations of the IRB protocol, 

DENSE-MRI could not be applied to patients, however future studies of atherosclerosis 

in the carotid arteries will include this method.  Given the results of this study which 

show that strain plays a significant role in carotid atherosclerosis, DENSE-MRI would 

carry these observations further by characterizing strain in the plaque itself.  This would 

provide insight into the plaque vulnerability, one of the biggest clinical questions that 

surround the diagnosis of atherosclerosis.   
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Chapter 5: Case Study 
 

This study concludes with a case study that demonstrates the potential role that DENSE 

MRI may play in advanced stroke diagnosis.  A 79-year-old male had a history of a left 

carotid atherosclerosis that resulted in a bilateral endarterectomy at age 60.  This subject 

had a BMI of 28.1 and a history of smoking and cholesterol but blood pressure was 

normal and he had no history of diabetes, cardiovascular disease, or stroke.  Duplex 

carotid ultrasound was performed one week prior to the MRI exam which demonstrated a 

restonosis of the left internal carotid artery with a peak systolic blood flow velocity of 

370 cm/sec with an ICA/CCA ratio of 3.6 as compared to 134 cm/sec and 1.1, 

respectively on the right.  The goal of the MRI scan was to image atherosclerotic plaque 

using multisequence MRI and to measure strain using DENSE-MRI. 

 

Prior to the MRI exam, special care was taken to ensure that any remaining clips from the 

surgery were MR compatible at both 1.5T and 3.0T field strengths and subject consent 

was obtained at both 1.5T and 3.0T under Huntington Hospital and Caltech IRB 

protocols, respectively.  At 1.5T, multisequence MRI comprised of a 3 plane fast gradient 

echo localizer, 3D time of flight magnetic resonance angiography (TOF-MRA), 5 slice 

axial proton density, T2-weighted (T2w), and T1-weighted (T1w) MRI centered at the 

bifurcation as previously described.  In addition, 3D turbo spin echo (aka SPACE) MRI 

was acquired for 3D T2-weighted coverage of the entire carotid artery using a coronal 

slab and CINE MRI for a rough measure of strain was also acquired at the common 

carotid artery.  The 3T exam was performed immediately following the 1.5T exam which 

consisted of a 3 plane localizer, 2D time of flight, axial CINE MRI, and 3 slice axial 
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single-shot DENSE MRI centered at the bifurcation where the top slice was 1 cm above 

at the internal (ICA) and external carotid arteries (ECA) and 1 cm below at the common 

carotid artery (CCA).  Both 1.5T and 3.0T acquisition parameters were identical to those 

described in detail in the previous chapter.  The multisequence MRI data was analyzed 

using QPlaque software which automatically coregisters all multisequence images such 

that T1w and PDw slices correspond anatomically with 3D TOF and SPACE images.  

The advantage of the coregistration is that it provides comparisons signal intensities 

across each slice in a single view.  The images were then manually segmented based on 

tissue contrast to delineate lipid core, hemorrhage, and calcification as described in the 

literature.  The software also provides semiautomated contouring that enabled rapid 

determination of IMT thickness.  DENSE MRI was processed using DENSEview as 

previously described to obtain strain maps and circumferential strain measurements of the 

carotid arteries at the CCA, bifurcation, and ICA. 

 

The results show that this MR imaging protocol provides a wealth of information that 

would be valuable to physicians in determining the care for this patient.  A maximum 

intensity projection of the TOF MRA confirmed evidence of a high-grade stenosis at the 

left internal carotid artery approximately 1.8 cm above the bifurcation as indicated by the 

arrow in Figure 5.1a.  The 3D TSE reconstruction also confirms this stenosis however it 

also shows atherosclerotic plaques at the carotid bulb and immediately above the 

bifurcation as indicated by the dotted arrows in Figure 5.1b which were not described by 

the initial duplex ultrasound exam.  Current medical care standards would dictate that the 

high-grade stenosis would be re-operated on and removed however it is unclear whether 
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the surgeons would have acted on the atherosclerosis discovered at the carotid bulb and 

inferior portion of the ICA.  Therefore these newer regions were of greater interest.   

 

 

An axial reconstruction of the 3D TSE data clearly shows the plaque in Figure 5.1c.  

Figure 5.2 shows the multisequence reconstruction using QPlaque in this same region 

with the semiautomated contouring of the intima and media of the carotid artery giving 

an IMT of 2.32 + 0.86 mm, wall area of 45.4 mm2, and lumen area of 13.1 mm2.  The 

yellow outline covers a region of 17.55 mm2 that shows hyperintense signal when 

compared to the sternocleidomastoid muscle on all four sequences.  Only the lipid core 

would show hyperintense signal in TOF, T1w, T2w, and PDw images.  There is also a 

region of hypointense or null signal in the proton density image that likely corresponds to 

intimal calcification that is indicated in the shaded brown region.  From these regions, 

QPlaque then calculates the fibrous cap thickness of 1.17 + 0.17 mm. 

Figure 5.1.  MRI of the carotid 
arteries.  
A. Maximum intensity pro-

jection of the 3D time of 
flight magnetic resonance 
angiography acquired at 
1.5T.  The red arrow 
indicates stenosis due to 
plaque. 

B. 3D TSE  oblique recon-
struction of the left carotid 
artery.  The solid red arrow 
indicates the stenosis in Fig 
1A.  The dotted arrows 
indicate additional plaques. 

C. 3D TSE axial recon-
struction at the bifurcation.  
Slice location is indicated 
by the organe line in Fig 
1B.  Dotted arrow indicates 
plaque region. 
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The DENSE MRI data, shown in Figure 3, shows the first strain measurements in 

atherosclerotic plaque.  The first observation is that at the common carotid artery, where 

there is no evidence of plaque, that uniformly low strain value is observed.  This confirms 

results from the previous study in patients with a history of stroke that even nonaffected 

portions of the carotid artery provide abnormal strain measurements.  The second 

observation is that strain in the carotid plaque at the bifurcation appears low.  This 

corresponds with IVUS results that also demonstrate low strain in the plaque.  It is 

interesting to note however that there appears to correspondingly higher strain in the 

lumen wall opposite of the plaque both at the bifurcation and at the ICA (note however 

the ICA slice is 0.7mm inferior to the high-grade stenosis observed in ultrasound).  This 

nonuniformity of strain would not be observed by traditional ultrasound distension 

measurements.  This additional biomechanical information could prove to be valuable in 

patient diagnostics however with a single case study it is difficult to draw any 

conclusions.   

Figure 5.2.  Multisequence MRI of 
the left carotid artery just above the 
bifurcation.  
3D MIP of TOF MRA (top left) and 
corresponding sT1w, T2w, and PD 
slices. The yellow region marks the 
lipid core whereas the brown region 
marks calcification.  The hash lines 
show the fibrous cap thickness. 
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Figure 5.3.  DENSE MRI strain maps and corresponding anatomical region at each acquired slice. 

 

Based on the IVUS studies, plaque vulnerability is defined by a region of high strain in 

the fibrous cap of the atheroma.  In this patient, this is not observed which indicates that 

this is likely a stable plaque.  While this conclusion must be confirmed by larger patient 

studies, this type of information that can be obtained from the DENSE MRI data would 

be of value to surgeons.  Had there been evidence of high strain, it would have been 

necessary to not only remove the plaque observed in the superior portion of the internal 

carotid artery but also at the bifurcation as well.   

 

A follow-up CT angiogram was performed three weeks after the MRI exam.  The results 

of the CT scan showed that the “left carotid bulb demonstrates mural atheromatous with 

mild narrowing” as well as evidence of calcification in the left carotid artery.  These 
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results confirm the findings from the multisequence MRI and also show that MRI is 

sensitive to plaque that was missed in the duplex ultrasound exam.  Furthermore, neither 

duplex ultrasound nor the subsequent CT exam can provide the functional information 

that DENSE MRI can provide on the vulnerability of the plaque.  This case study 

demonstrates an ideal MR imaging protocol that provides high resolution morphological 

imaging as well as important functional strain mapping.  Due to lack of research license 

at 1.5T and lack of clinical carotid imaging protocols at 3T, it was not possible to conduct 

those two protocols in a single exam however these issues are local issues that would be 

easily surmounted in a university hospital environment resulting in an exam that would 

take no longer than 45 minutes that would provide a “one-stop shop” for imaging 

atherosclerosis in the carotid arteries.  This initial result underscores the need for future 

studies that can determine the efficacy of DENSE strain measurements combined with 

morphological information from multisequence MRI. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

Study Limitations 
 Although the results described in chapters 4 and 5 show significant changes in 

strain in subjects with thickened IMT and atherosclerosis, strain measurements alone do 

not paint a complete picture of the biomechanics of the carotid arteries.  The stress-strain 

relationship is important for a thorough understanding of the material properties of the 

artery [1].  In this situation, stress is induced by luminal blood pressure.  Ideally, blood 

pressure at the location of the DENSE strain measurements would be necessary to fully 

characterize the biomechanical state of the carotid artery.  However, in order to 

accurately measure blood pressure at that specific point, a pressure catheter must be used 

which is a highly invasive procedure and would not be possible to be measured at the 

time of the DENSE-MRI.  Some studies have shown that blood pressure can be mapped 

using phase-contrast MRI [2] however these measurements utilize Bernoulli equations 

using velocity encoded data.  These calculations require broad assumptions of the nature 

of flow in the carotid artery.  Finite element analysis based on the anatomy as well as the 

flow data would provide a much more accurate estimate of localized blood pressure [3] 

but was outside the scope of this thesis. 

More conventional blood pressure measurements using a cuff manometer is 

another method of assessing stress in the carotid arteries.  As described in chapter 4, 

some blood pressure measurements were taken at the time of the MRI exam but not 

during the DENSE MRI measurement.  It is quite possible that the blood pressure 

changed during the DENSE MRI due to patient anxiety or relaxation.    Furthermore, 

brachial measurements provide only a generalized estimate of systolic and diastolic blood 

pressure in the carotid artery and so this method would still be an indirect measurement 
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of blood pressure induced stress.  Nonetheless, studies have shown a direct relationship 

between carotid artery stiffness and blood pressure [4].  Future studies could incorporate 

blood pressure measurements at the time of data acquisition using MR-compatible blood 

pressure monitors at the time of the exam. 

 Another biomechanical function that is not considered in this thesis is the effect of 

shear stress on the formation of atherosclerotic plaques.  Numerous studies have shown 

the relationship between hemodynamics in the carotid arteries and atherogenesis [5-7].  It 

is also possible to measure shear stress using magnetic resonance imaging [8-10] 

however calculation of wall shear stress requires complex computational fluid dynamic 

modeling and simulation which was also outside the scope of this thesis.  Future studies 

could utilize available MRI sequences to characterize this important feature of carotid 

biomechanics. 

 

Future Studies 
 The primary contribution of this thesis was to develop a method for imaging 

strain noninvasively using DENSE-MRI in the carotid arteries.  First, validation of the 

strain measurements obtained with DENSE-MRI was demonstrated in an in vivo study 

where quantitative measures of mean strain in the wall of the carotid artery showed 

excellent correlation with circumferential strain as measured by the change in the lumen 

area.  The validation study also demonstrated high reproducibility of the data processing 

methods and showed variance around the lumen wall which prove that the assumption 

that strain is uniform throughout the carotid wall is not true and that localized measures 

of strain, provided by DENSE-MRI, would be necessary for the full biomechanical 

characterization of strain in the carotid arteries.  The second study made improvements 
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on the DENSE-MRI sequence by using a single-shot implementation.  Single-shot 

DENSE effectively removed imaging artifacts that would have caused inaccuracies in the 

strain measurements.  This was an important achievement because it allowed for accurate 

strain measurements above the bifurcation where strain mapping would be most 

diagnostic for atherosclerosis.  In addition, the use of rigid body registration of the single 

shot data reduced the errors from subject movement.  This is critical step toward the 

implementation of DENSE-MRI in the medical clinic where subject movement can not 

be avoided.  The final study incorporates strain mapping into a clinical carotid imaging 

protocol that defines the morphological characterization of the carotid arteries.  The 

results of that study provides normative strain data from which future studies can be 

based.  The ultimate goal of this research was to develop a clinically relevant diagnostic 

test for atherosclerosis in the carotid arteries.  To that extent, a description of future 

studies is necessary to demonstrate the steps that need to be taken in order to translate the 

DENSE-MRI method to a clinically diagnostic tool.   

 The steps that would be required to demonstrate that DENSE-MRI strain 

measurements are clinically relevant would require the following two studies: 

Study I: Patients with known atherosclerosis would be recruited and imaged with 

DENSE-MRI.  Strain patterns in atherosclerotic plaques would be compared with 

nonaffected contralateral side in the same region of the carotid artery.  Reproducibility 

and variability of these strain measurements would also be determined.  The first 

hypothesis is that strain in patients will be significantly different in the plaques.   

Study II: Correlation of strain measurements with morphological measures of 

atherosclerosis from structural MRI as well as clinical measures of atherosclerosis would 

be made.  The second hypothesis is that DENSE-MRI strain measurements in the plaque 
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will correlate with increasing severity of atherosclerotic disease as determined by 

morphological and clinical measures. 

 If these two studies are completed and the hypotheses proven true, then there 

would exist well-documented evidence that DENSE-MRI strain is correlated with 

measures of atherosclerosis.  Additional measurements as described in study limitations 

above would also help to better define the correlation. At this point a prospective study 

would be the next goal where DENSE-MRI strain measurements would be measured in 

patients.  The patients would then be followed to determine if the strain measurements 

are predictive of outcome (i.e. plaque rupture).  If this measure is established, DENSE-

MRI would provide early diagnosis of stroke and predictive of plaque vulnerability with 

such efficacy that treatment can be provided before the devastating effects of the disease 

can take their course.  This has been the long-term goal of this thesis work and I hope that 

I have inspired the reader of the worthiness of this goal. 
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